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Abstract—Web engineering is a new research line in software engineering that covers the definition of processes, techniques, and models 
suitable for Web environments in order to guarantee the quality of results. The research community is working in this area and, as a very recent 
line, they are assuming the Model-Driven paradigm to support and solve some classic problems detected in Web developments. However, there 
is a lack in Web requirements treatment. This paper presents a general vision of Navigational Development Techniques (NDT), which is an 
approach to deal with requirements in Web systems. It is based on conclusions obtained in several comparative studies and it tries to fill some 
gaps detected by the research community. This paper presents its scope, its most important contributions, and offers a global vision of its 
associated tool: NDT-Tool. Furthermore, it analyzes how Web Engineering can be applied in the enterprise environment. NDT is being applied 
in real projects and has been adopted by several companies as a requirements methodology. The approach offers a Web requirements solution 
based on a Model-Driven paradigm that follows the most accepted tendencies by Web engineering.

Index Terms—Software Engineering for internet project, surveys of historical development of one particular area, requirements/specification.

1 INTRODUCTION

SOME years ago [22], a few research groups, started to
analyze the characteristics of new types of software

systems known as hypermedia systems which have since
evolved into Web systems. It was the birth of a new line
in software engineering that is currently called Web
engineering.

Web engineering is the systematic, structured, and quantifi-
able application of methodological proposals to the development,
evaluation, and maintenance of Web applications [12].

Web Engineering is a young line that is being widely
studied. However, the research study in this field is mainly
oriented to the analysis and design phases.

Surveys and comparative studies conclude that there are
important gaps in this line [3], [49], [15], [18]. The
requirements treatment is one of them. The correct
treatment of requirements assures the quality of results in
a Web project and this phase is now considered in the most
recent approaches.

The high number of approaches without standard
consensus, the lack of the use of standards, and the scarcity
of both practical experience and tool support are other
aspects that should be developed in more depth in this line.

In Section 2, a global analysis of the situation is
presented. This paper analyzes the present situation of
Web engineering in Section 2.1 and it presents how some
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gaps are being solved with the use of Model-Driven 
Engineering (MDE).

A Model-Driven paradigm is a suitable solution for Web 
development and Web engineering is a specific domain in 
which MDE can be usefully applied [54]. The application of 
MDE in Web engineering is called Model-Driven Web 
Engineering (MDWE) and, as stated in Section 2.2, is 
offering very good results.

In Section 3, a combination of MDWE and classic Web 
engineering is presented in a Web requirements approach 
named Navigational Development Techniques (NDT) [14].

NDT is a methodology that covers the requirements and 
the analysis phases in Web developments. Thus, it tries to 
fulfill the lack of requirements treatment in Web engineer-
ing. Section 3 starts with a global vision of this approach 
and it present its life cycle and its scope. This approach is 
completely based on MDWE and, in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, 
NDT metamodels and transformations are introduced.

In order to offer a suitable support for the NDT 
application, a tool case, named NDT-Tool [13], is offered 
with the methodology. The presentation of NDT in Section 3 
finishes with the introduction of this tool in Section 3.4.

NDT is also interesting because it has been widely 
applied in the business environment. In Section 4, this 
paper presents the most relevant applications of NDT and 
how they influence the theoretical research results.

This paper ends by drawing conclusions from these 
studies and future work along these lines is proposed.

2 RELATED WORK

NDT is an approach based on two important research lines. 
The first one is Web engineering approaches. NDT is not 
only a methodology focused on requirements and analysis, 
but it is also related with several other approaches.

The second one is the MDWE environment since its 
development process is based on this paradigm. In this



section, a survey along the two lines is presented. Both lines

are very popular today and there is quite recent work in this

area; for this reason, the section only analyzes approaches

similar to or connected to NDT.

2.1 Web Engineering Approaches

In recent years, the growing interest in the Internet has led

to the generation of a high number of proposals which offer

a frame of reference for the Web environment. Fig. 1 shows

the most representative ones in chronological order.

In the diagram, continuous lines indicate that the latest

methodologies are based on, or receive the ideas from, the

previous ones. The dashed lines link the methodologies

which have the same author.
In the beginning, the overall tendency was oriented

toward the structured paradigm. Thus, the shadowed

approaches, Hypermedia Design Model (HDM) [22] and

Relation Management Method (RMM) [27], were struc-

tured. However, with the introduction of Enhanced Object

Relationship Methodology (EORM) [34] and Object-Or-

iented Hypermedia Design Method (OOHDM) [50], this

tendency moved to the object-oriented paradigm.
As can be deduced from some surveys and comparative

studies [3], [49], [15], [18], the initial interest of groups was

focused on offering new models and suitable techniques to

deal with hypermedia system aspects. Thus, HDM was an

extension of Entity-Relation Diagrams (ERDs) [8], [9] in the

representation of hypermedia concepts. However, research

work has since improved and approaches have started to

offer a complete life cycle oriented to the new Internet

systems.
Some of the approaches presented in Fig. 1 have not been

developed over recent years, although others, such as UML-

Based Web Engineering (UWE) [29], OOHDM, and Web

Modeling Language (WebML) [7], are being reviewed in

order to adapt and improve their approaches.
Another important fact is the analysis of the phases

treated by each approach. Table 1 shows the route of the

different phases of the life cycle treated by each methodol-

ogy. In Table 1, phases of requirements treatment, analysis,

Fig. 1. Web methodologies.

TABLE 1
Web Phases Treated by Each Approach

1 www.uwaproject.org.
2 www.fusebox.org.



design, implementation, and tests are presented in the
columns and approaches are given in the rows.

It is necessary to add that the separation between phases
is based on the comparative study presented in [18]. In Web
engineering, there is no consensus and a clear separation
between phases. In this table, ideas presented in this survey
were followed.

A cell without color indicates that this approach does not
consider this phase in its life cycle. The shadowed color
points out that the proposal includes a phase based on
classic proposals, but that it does not include special
proposals for the Web. The dark color means that the
proposal covers the whole phase, including specific
methods and models for the Web environment.

By analyzing comparative studies, we can conclude that
Web methodologies still present a relative lack of maturity
and high ambiguity in some aspect such as in the definition
of the covering of a life cycle, the performance of activities
and tasks, the use of models and techniques, and handling
of other aspects [5].

As can be observed in the table, most works have been
focused on the design phase. However, this trend is
changing. In recent years, research groups have detected
the need to enrich their proposals with specific models for
requirements processing on the Web. Thus, approaches like
OOHDM, which did not consider the requirements phase in
its first versions, now include a specific phase which
proposes taking into account the use cases and its own
technique named User Interaction Diagrams (UIDs) [56] to
represent requirements suitable for Web systems.

Empirical experience [13] shows that, due to the growing
complexity of Web systems, it is becoming more and more
important to capture the requirements needed to model
navigation and other important aspects for the Web. In this
respect, some issues have arisen:

1. Should the Web requirements be captured and treated in a
specific way?

Empirical results show that requirements should
be treated carefully. Web systems are becoming
more and more complex and it is necessary to know
the requirements needed as soon as possible or to at
least control their growth to guarantee the quality of
the system. Moreover, the special characteristics of
Web systems require special necessities.

2. Assuming the treatment of Web-specific characteristics is
improved in the first phases of the life cycle, which specific
techniques must be considered?

According to the survey [5], the use of techniques,
such as use cases, which capture those requirements
should suffice. However, as some groups and
research works have shown [26], [56], in many cases,
use cases are inadequate and too ambiguous to
capture all of the required details for the definition
of navigation.

3. Is it necessary to include the user or client in the
treatment of Web requirements?

Empirical experience shows that, when it is
possible and final users or, at least a group of expert
users are known, it could be very useful. Web
systems, and also the navigational systems on which

they are based, are becoming more and more
complex. Users or clients, experts in the business
environment, can offer important knowledge for the
development team. That is why the techniques
proposed for Web requirements have to be detailed
enough to be useful to the development team and to
offer a flexible validation system of the results for
the user and client.

Another important issue is the need to use standard
aspects [17]. As already mentioned, there are too many
methods, techniques, and terminologies defining the same
aspect. Work has to be oriented to assume accepted points
and to propose new ideas only for those aspects which are
really necessary.

Last, an important aspect which has not yet been
mentioned should be emphasized here. Web systems
change very quickly. They have to be updated and they
are characterized by different types of users, who are, in
many cases, undefined. That is why, from the modeling and
methodological environment points of view, it is necessary
to ease the maintenance and development of those systems
with suitable tool support.

Most Web proposals lack the support of CASE tools,
which support the technique application and the generation
of results, as well as the process of maintenance and
validation of models and final results. Some approaches,
such as WebML, which offers WebRatio,1 UWE, which
offers ArgoUWE,2 or FLiP Methodology, which is sup-
ported by a framework, Fusebox, are working along these
lines. Obviously, the need to offer systematic or even
automated definition, generation, or result validation is
imminent in this type of environment and these tools
provide the appropriate support.

2.2 Model-Driven Web Engineering

As introduced in the previous section, empirical experience
shows that, due to the growing complexity of Web systems,
it is becoming more and more important to capture the
requirements needed to model specific characteristics of
Web environments. However, empirical studies also con-
clude that it is sometimes very difficult to translate users’
necessities into Web analysis models [13].

Maintaining consistency between models in different
phases of the life cycle is of prime importance to assure the
quality of results. This aspect becomes critical in the
requirements phase. Requirements are frequently defined
using nonformal models and the translation into analysis
models depends on the analyst’s experience.

Current research whose aim is to maintain consistency is
in the use of Model-Driven approaches [51]. This tendency,
named MDWE, is the application of MDE to the domain of
Web system development. As introduced in [41], Web
engineering is a specific domain in which MDE can be
usefully applied.

In MDE, concepts have the greatest importance, inde-
pendent of their represented action. MDWE proposes
representing concepts using metamodels. The development
process is supported by a set of transformations and

1. http://www.webratio.com.
2. http://www.pst.informatik.uni-muenchen.de/projekte/argouwe.



relations between concepts that leads to agile developments
and assures consistency between models.

The power of MDWE is provoking classic approaches
into evolving into this new paradigm. Thus, in [40] and
[51], metamodels for WebML are presented. In [1], a
metamodel for W2000 is offered. Even some initial Model-
Driven approaches, such as UWE, are evolving into the
new standard defined by the Object Management Group
(OMG), for example, the use of QVT [48] for defining
transformations [31].

The application of MD systems within the Web environ-
ment is increasing daily. As mentioned earlier, it offers
important benefits in development and consistency in
addition to the definition of concepts. This trend is also
followed for the requirements phase.

One of the most recent pieces of research is [53]. This
paper presents an approach for the transformation of a Web
requirements model into a set of prototypes whereby
requirements treatment is based on the task metaphor.
Valderas et al. offer an extension of this approach to deal
with the specific characteristics of Web requirements and
then present a way to derive the navigational model of
OOWS. First, they propose defining requirements as tasks
and these tasks are translated into an AGG Graph. Using
Graph transformations, analysis models are obtained. This
approach is supported by a tool which enables the
application of the complete cycle. This work is very
interesting since it offers a suitable solution for transforma-
tion supported by a tool. However, its transformations are
not based on OMG tendencies. This provokes incompat-
ibility with other similar approaches.

In [17], the power of metamodels is presented. In
comparative studies on Web approaches, a general conclu-
sion is that similar concepts are used or represented with a
different number of models, techniques, or artifacts. Thus,
for instance, navigational classes are presented with
different elements in UWE, OOHDM, NDT, and W2000.
Escalona and Koch show how a metamodel can represent a
concept independently of its representation or notation;
only concepts are important. A metamodel for Web
requirements, named WebRe, which represents require-
ments models of W2000, NDT, OOHDM, and UWE, is
presented. In [30], their work is continued using QVT to
obtain analysis models from this metamodel. These papers
are interesting since they are based completely on UML [45]
and on QVT, standards defined by OMG. However, these
papers can be considered to be excessively theoretical.

This tendency to use metamodels and transformations to
make different approaches compatible is applied in recent
work under the name of MDWEnet [54]. MDWEnet is an
initiative started by a representative group of MDWE
researchers in an effort to find a common approach which
allows different approaches to be represented and handled.
This group is currently analyzing OO-H, UWE, and
WebML with special focus on design models and, although
this work is very recent, they are working toward the
attainment of a common language in Web engineering.

Fernández and Mozón [20] present the possibilities of
working with metamodels and tools. Thus, they present
how a requirements metamodel can be easily defined in

Integral Requisite Analyzer (IRqA).3 IRqA is a commercial
tool that helps in the definition of metamodels for
requirements. In this way, this paper presents the power
of tools that support metamodels because they are suitable
for any approach defined using metamodels. This work is
very practical in fact, although it is not an approach for the
Web. Metamodels do not offer specific artifacts to deal with
the Web environment since only an approach for classic
requirements treatment is offered.

However, although these studies are specifically for
requirements, other classic approaches are being used in the
MDE environment. For instance, in [40] and [51], some
metamodels for WebML can be found whereby metamodels
can represent classic concepts independent of the artifact
used in their representation.

In [38], Meliá and Gómez present an approach called
Web Software Architecture (WebSA). WebSA provides the
designer with a set of architectural models and transforma-
tion models which can be used to specify a Web application.
Although these models work in the design phase, this
approach is very interesting since Model-Driven Architec-
ture (MDA) [44] and QVT are employed in a very
exhaustive way.

To conclude MDA and MDWE in a more general way,
the use of metamodels and MDE are areas of software
engineering that are becoming widely accepted by the Web
engineering community as a solution for classic problems.

3 NAVIGATIONAL DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES

As mentioned in the previous section, several comparative
studies have proven that one of the least studied phases in
Web engineering is the requirements phase [1], [49], [15],
[18]. Most approaches in Web engineering are focused on
analysis and design phases. They usually propose using
classic requirements techniques, such as use cases, in order
to capture and define requirements on the Web.

Although use cases are a suitable technique for dealing
with requirements and are very easily understood by the
user, they are frequently very ambiguous [56], [26]. For this
reason, several research groups have been working on
specific requirements treatment for the Web environment.

Another conclusion drawn from comparative studies is
that, in Web engineering, different aspects of software are
treated in separate ways. This idea is followed in the
analysis and design phases by several approaches.
OOHDM, WSDM, WebML, and OOH, where content,
navigation, interaction, etc., are modeled differently, are
only a few examples. This idea of concept separation can be
moved to the requirements phase in order to obtain these
advantages. Thus, UWE deals separately with information
requirements, functional requirements, etc., and W2000
defines different use cases for functional and navigational
requirements.

Finally, another important fact detected by the compara-
tive studies is that requirements are sometimes defined in a
very ambiguous way and it is very difficult for analysts to
translate the knowledge from the requirements definition to
the analysis models.

3. http://www.irqaonline.com/.



With these ideas, NDT was proposed [14]. NDT is a
methodological approach which deals with requirements in
Web environments. NDT was proposed in order to support
the requirements engineering and the analysis phase of
Web systems and is based on the MDE paradigm.

Thus, it proposes an MDE approach in order to offer a
suitable environment for the capture, definition, analysis,
and validation of Web requirements. In this section, NDT
will be presented. In Section 3.1, a brief view of its life cycle
and its structure is shown. In Section 3.2, metamodels for
NDT are introduced. In Section 3.3, transformation of its
Model-Driven approach is presented.

NDT also has its own tool support. In Section 3.4, NDT-
Tool, its associated tool, is presented.

This section is completely focused on the theoretical
presentation of NDT. However, NDT is not only a
theoretical approach. It is being applied in several real
projects by companies in Andalusia, Spain. Thus, in
Section 4, the introduction of NDT ends with the analysis
of its practical experience and evolution.

3.1 NDT Life Cycle

NDT was born from exhaustive comparative studies
between Web proposals. NDT proposes a complete and
detailed requirements phase which systematically obtains
the analysis models of Web systems. It is an approach for
the specification and analysis of Web information systems.

The NDT development process can be defined as a
bottom-up process. The development process is focused on
a very detailed requirements definition, guided by objec-
tives, which covers three subphases: requirements capture,
requirements definition, and requirements validation. NDT only
covers the first phases in the life cycle. It is also necessary to
emphasize that workflows in NDT, which go from require-
ments to analysis, are systematic. These workflows are
defined using the MDE paradigm, as will be presented later
in this paper. The necessity of offering a systematic process
in order to develop Web design models has been detected
by several research groups. These workflows may even be
automatic if the development team uses its associated tool
of NDT, the NDT-Tool.

The process starts by defining objectives. Using the
procedure described below, requirements are captured
and defined. Requirements are classified according to
their nature: information storage requirements, actors’ require-

ments, functional requirements, interaction requirements, or
nonfunctional requirements. In this way, NDT follows the
idea of concept separation used by other approaches in
the design phase.

These requirements are described in NDT using some
especially defined patterns. A pattern is a template with
specific fields which must be completed by the developer. In
Section 3.2, an example of a pattern and its connection to the
metamodel is introduced. When requirements are validated,
the NDT process continues by defining three models:

. The content model, which is a class diagram. It
expresses the static view of the system.

. The navigational model, which shows how users can
navigate through the system.

. The abstract interface model, which shows the abstract
interface of the system.

One of the main contributions of the NDT process is that
it offers a systematic way of obtaining analysis models from
requirements, thereby making each model independent. It
is systematic because NDT offers transformations which
indicate how each model must be obtained from the
requirements definition. In NDT, different models are
related to one another since each of them represents a
different aspect of the same system. However, they are
independent because each one can be obtained indepen-
dently from the requirements. When the development team
applies these transformations, they obtain the basic models:
the basic content model, the basic navigational model, and the
basic abstract interface model.

These basic models can be modified in order to obtain
models more suitable to the system. In this way, they obtain
the final content model, the final navigational model, and the
final abstract interface model. The step from basic models to
final models is not automatic because it requires the
analysts’ experience to be applied. However, NDT offers
some guidelines and heuristics for their generation.

The navigation and the content models are class
diagrams. However, the abstract interface model is a set
of evaluated prototypes. Users and customers can evaluate
these prototypes. This is the last phase in the NDT life cycle.
Starting with developed models and assuring that they are
correct, the development team can apply other Web
methodologies, such as UWE and OOHDM, to deal with
other later phases, such as design and implementation.

The main objective of NDT is to offer systematic
processes to build models which other Web methodologies
can use as the starting point of their development process
and to guarantee the quality of these models. Thus, we can
conclude that NDT is not a complete methodological Web
approach. It is a methodological procedure to obtain
content, a navigational and an abstract interface model
from the users’ requirements. This methodological proce-
dure is based on the MDE paradigm. It allows consistency
between requirements and concepts in the analysis phase to
be assured.

To conclude this short presentation, in Fig. 2, an activity
diagram describes the NDT development process. In this
diagram, two special stereotypes are included. The first,
QVTTransformations, presents the QVT Transformations
defined by NDT in order to attain basic analysis models
from requirements. The second, NDTSupport, shows that
these activities are supported by guidelines and heuristics
offered by NDT for the development of the final models
while maintaining consistency with requirements.

3.2 NDT Metamodel

As presented in the previous section, NDT offers systematic
ways to advance from the requirements model to the
analysis models. These systematic ways are possible with
the use of the Model-Driven paradigm.

Following the architecture defined by MDA, the require-
ments artifacts of NDT are defined using a Computational
Independent Model (CIM). In the analysis phase, a group of
Platform Independent Model (PIM) is also defined. With a



group of formal transformations, the group of metamodels

in the PIM level can be systematically derived from the

metamodel in the CIM level.
In classic Web engineering, ideas detected in the

requirements phase must be translated into concepts by

analysts in the analysis models. An analyst’s experience is
essential and critical in this step. In the MDWE paradigm,
the definition of the process is different. In each phase of the
life cycle, concepts are studied, detected, and defined using
a metamodel. Concepts in each metamodel are studied and
related to other concepts in other metamodels. Thus, for
instance, in the requirements phase of NDT, the concept
storage information requirement is defined and, in the
analysis phase, the concept content class is detected. Storage
information requirements defined by the user are translated
in a conceptual class in the analysis content model. These
rules and relations allow the definition of the set of
systematic transformations.

Transformations not only ease the translation of concepts
but also assure the consistency between phases in the life
cycle. Thus, using the same example, each storage informa-
tion requirement has to be translated into a class in the
analysis. If a storage information requirement is not
represented by a class in the analysis content model, a
requirement is lost in the development process.

In the first version, NDT metamodels were not MOF
metamodels and transformations were not based on any
formal language for transformations. However, NDT
metamodels are currently defined using a UML profile
and transformations are being defined using QVT.

The proposed metamodel for NDT in the requirements
phase is presented in Fig. 3. This requirements metamodel
follows the structure of WebRe [16]. As shown in Section 2.2,

Fig. 2. NDT development process.

Fig. 3. NDT requirements metamodel.



WebRe is an approach for metamodels for requirements in
Web engineering which groups concepts of different
approaches: NDT, W2000, UWE, and UIDs of OOHDM.

However, in this case, this metamodel has been extended
in order to support all of the aspects of the NDT
requirements phase. The metamodel is divided into two
packages: the Behavior and the Structure.

In the first package, concepts related to the behavior of
the system are presented and classes represent conduct
aspects. Thus, the WebActor class represents any actor in the
system. As stated earlier, the study of actor requirements is
a phase of NDT. In NDT, the study of actors is very
complex. It not only detects different users in the system but
also studies their relations. For this reason, in the
metamodel, the relation of incompatibility is included.
Two actors are incompatible when their roles cannot be
played at the same time for the same person.

Another class in the behavior package is the WebUseCase
Class. This class represents the group of functional
requirements of the system. When a functional requirement
includes any transactional activity, this functional require-
ment is an instance of WebTransactionalUseCase.

Finally, in the behavior package, a group of classes that
represent activities is included. These are Browse, Phrase,
and Transaction. Browse represents navigation activities in
the system without any transaction activity. Phrase is a kind
of activity that defines queries and search activities. Finally,
the Transaction class represents activities where transac-
tions are executed.

In the structure package, Concept class represents any
information storage by the system. Each Concept is
composed of a group of SpecificFields. Each SpecificField
defines each piece of information stored by the Concept.

NDT defines a special concept named NewNature. New-
Nature is a kind of Concept that represents global data
structures in the company, not for the system. For instance,
the definition of personal data of users must be stored in the
same way in each system in the company. Thus, the
structure of this information is of a new nature.

The last concept, VisualizationPrototype, represents any
point of interaction between the user and the system.

This metamodel is based on UML artifacts. For this
reason, its profile can be defined. In Fig. 4, this profile is
presented.

Although these concepts could be represented with UML
artifacts, the selected technique in NDT for the definition of
requirements is patterns. Patterns are tables with specific
fields for the collection of any piece of information specific
for each concept.

In NDT, the structured way to define requirements
offered by the patterns is important. In Table 2, an instance
of an NDT pattern is presented. This pattern represents the
definition of a storage information requirement taken from
a real project defined completely in [57]. It represents the
necessity of storing information about patients in a medical
system.

In this pattern, special fields which are necessary for the
definition of storage requirements are found. The first is the
identifier of the requirements, RA-01, and its name. The
associated objectives field stores the objectives of the system

that are later obtained (or partially obtained) by the

implementation of the requirement. Finally, in the field of

specific fields, the specific piece of data storage for each

patient is presented. Similar patterns are defined for each

kind of requirement in the project.
Patterns are essential throughout the life cycle of NDT.

They offer a structured definition of requirements, very

useful for analysts during the analysis phase. Moreover,

they also offer a suitable definition for users. Patterns are

completely defined using the user’s language and, there-

fore, can be easily evaluated.
Furthermore, patterns offer a suitable way to represent

each concept and relation in the metamodel. Thus, storage

information requirements are instances of the Concept class.

With the field Specific Field, the relation between each

Concept and Specific Field is represented.
In fact, in NDT, patterns are defined in a more generic way.

In Table 3, the pattern followed to define the previous

example is presented. In the pattern, some fields are

obligatory and others are optional (they are presented by *).

In addition, some sentences are fixed and others (sentences

Fig. 4. NDT requirements profile.



between <> ) have to be completed by the development
team.

In the next phase of NDT, the analysis phase, more
metamodels are used. However, most approaches of Web
engineering offer models and techniques for the analysis
phase. For this reason, NDT does not offer new models and
uses previous experiences based on standards. For the
content model, NDT proposes the development of a class
diagram following UML. For this reason, the one content
metamodel of NDT is the UML class metamodel.

For the navigational model and abstract interface model,
NDT also looked for previous suitable metamodels. After
some comparative studies [15], [18], NDT assumes the UWE
metamodel for the analysis phase. The selection of UWE is
based on the use of UML. UWE metamodels are completely
based on UML and they have a suitably defined profile. In
[32], these metamodels are presented and defined.

3.3 NDT Model-Driven Transformation

Continuing on from the previous section, requirements are
located in the CIM level and the analysis artifact in a PIM
level. Between them, transformations defined with QVT are
defined in order to derive analysis models from the
requirements models.

According to the taxonomy of transformation ap-
proaches proposed by Czaenecki and Helsen [6], NDT
defines a set of transformations model-to-model. Since NDT

only works with the requirements and the analysis phases,

NDT does not cover the other kind of transformations
defined in this taxonomy: model-to-code.

QVT Transformations offered by NDT are grouped into
three transformations:

. Requirements2Content: This transformation allows the
generation of the basic content model from the
requirements model.

. Requirements2Navigational: This transformation al-
lows the generation of the basic navigational model
from the requirements model.

. Requirements2Prototypes: This transformation allows
the generation of the basic abstract interface model
from the requirements definition.

Presenting all of these transformations in this paper is
very complex. For this reason, only the first one is

presented, see Table 4.4

It expresses how each storage information requirement is
to be translated into a content class in the analysis phase.
Each storage information system generates a class and each

specific field generates an attribute.
In relation R1, each Concept and each NewNature in the

requirements is translated into a Class in the Content

TABLE 3
A Storage Requirements Pattern

4. Complete information about NDT and its transformations can be
found at www.lsi.us.es/ndt.

TABLE 2
An Instance of the Storage Requirements Pattern



Model. In relations R2 and R3, SpecificFields are treated. If a
SpecificField has a basic Nature, that is, when its relation
with Content has cardinality 0, they are translated into
Attributes with relation R2. If its nature is Content, it is
translated into Association with relation R3.

Similar structures can be defined for navigational and
abstract interface models.

These transformations can be implemented by suitable
tools such as SmartQVT5 or Moment [47], as shown later in
Section 5. These transformations were presented in Fig. 2 as
QVTTransformation activities, although NDT includes
another support also represented in Fig. 2: NDTSupport.

These transformations could be applied automatically.
However, the analysts’ experience could add some ideas to
basic models in order to make them more suitable. For this
reason, in NDT, analysts can change basic models, but these
changes must be controlled. For instance, if, in the basic
model, the analyst introduces a heritage, it must not
contradict the transformation. However, if a new class is
added, the analyst must consider if it is a lost storage
requirement.

Thus, NDT offers a set of rules that must be considered
by the development team to control the consistency
between final models and requirements.

In [14], the complete list of these rules is defined.
In conclusion, NDT is a Web approach focused on the

first phases of the life cycle. It tries to offer a Model-Driven
development process in order to assure the consistency of
the model and to ease the development of each model in
each phase. It is completely oriented to the interaction
between the development team and the user with the use of
patterns and its development process is supported by a tool
named NDT-Tool. In this sense, NDT attempts to cover a
gap in Web engineering by offering a detailed requirements
approach that is compatible with other accepted ap-
proaches, mainly UWE.

3.4 NDT-Tool

Another important gap detected in Web engineering is the
lack of tools to support its development. NDT and its

definition based on metamodels and transformations can be
translated into a tool, named NDT-Tool. One of the most

important advantages of NDT is that its tool not only

support the definition of models or results, like other tools
in Web engineering, it supports the complete life cycle of

NDT, it lets patterns and model be defined, and it
guarantees the traceability using model-driven support. It

has been shown that NDT is being used profusely in

practice, as is presented in Section 4.
This tool is developed with J2EE using the Model-View-

Controller pattern. Its architecture is presented in Fig. 5.
The application interface, NDT-Tool, receives requests

from the user and translates them to the controller. It
interacts with the model, developed using JavaBeans and

EJBs. Furthermore, the controller sends requests to the

View, modeled using JSP and TagLibs. The view makes
some queries to the model and presents the results to the

user using the interface.
Nowadays, there is a special collaboration between two

companies, Telvent and everis, to finish the new tool that was
presented at the end of September 2007. NDT-Tool is very

suitable for applying NDT because it supports its complete
life cycle. It allows the attainment of all NDT results

automatically: requirements and analysis documents and,

also, system prototypes. Not only are transformations
between requirements and analysis models completely

implemented in NDT-Tool, but the heuristics and controls
of NDT also support the development of final models in the

analysis phase.
NDT-Tool is a free tool.6 However, it is not the only

option for NDT. It is an ad hoc tool. For large projects or
special adaptations of NDT, this tool can be considered to

be too closed. For instance, in a real project developed with
NDT named Diraya [19], NDT-Tool was not useful because

this project was very large and it needed a special

identification of requirements and modularization of the
system that was impossible to achieve using only NDT-

Tool. The definition of NDT using metamodels and profiles
as a formal extension of UML allows the adaptation of any

commercial tool that supports the definition of profiles into

the NDT approach. Thus, in the Diraya Project, Enterprise
Architecture was the solution selected, as seen below.

3.5 NDT in the Web Engineering Community

To conclude with the NDT presentation, it is necessary to

present how NDT covers most of gaps presented in
Section 2:

. About the life cycle, NDT is focused on requirements
and analysis. Thus, it covers the gap in the life cycle
presented in Web engineering.

. About the compatibility and standards, NDT is
compatible with other approaches, mainly UWE
and approaches based on standards like UML.

. About the tool support, NDT offers NDT-Tool, a case
tool that supports not only the generation of results
but also the complete life cycle and the traceability
using model-driven paradigm.

5. http://sourceforge.net/projects/smartqvt. 6. Available at www.lsi.us.es/ndt.
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. About the automation of processes, NDT proposes
the use of the model-driven paradigm and it reduces
the development time using NDT-Tool.

However, there is another important gap that has not yet

been treated. This is the practical application. NDT has been

a very used approach; in fact, it is being used by several

companies and development teams. Its practical applica-

tions have influenced the methodology definition, as is

presented in Section 4.

4 NDT PRACTICAL EVOLUTION

Following the introduction to the theory of NDT, which can

be seen in more depth in its reference manual [14], the

historical evolution of NDT is presented in this section.
NDT was created from comparative and analytic studies

of Web engineering. One of the conclusions we have drawn

from these studies stands out above all the others: that Web

engineering has been greatly underemployed in the en-

terprise environment.

For this reason, the feedback obtained for NDT using

practical experience is an important factor in our research

work. In Table 5, the most relevant practical experiences for

NDT are numbered.
Although the projects presented here are grouped by

theme, it is important to analyze the order in which they

were developed to see the evolution of NDT. In Table 5, an

abstract with the name of each project, the date of

development, and the client company is shown. This short

schema provides the base for the general analysis of the

conclusions.

4.1 Grant Management Projects

When NDT was first applied in 2000, only the requirements

metamodel was defined. Patterns and models in the

requirements phase were applied in a system to manage

the information on grants given by the Andalusian

Government for cultural activities. NDT patterns were

changed, corrected, and modified during this first colla-

boration. NDT divides requirements into five groups:

storage information, actors’, functional, interaction, and

Fig. 5. NDT-tool adaptation.

TABLE 5
The Project Analyzed



nonfunctional requirements. The system developed was of
critical importance because it had to manage a great amount
of information that depended on a complex administrative
process where there were a high number of different roles
with different necessities. To this end, it was deemed
necessary to offer a way to define new data structures.
However, the idea of data structure was not oriented to a
programming concept.

The data structures that had to be included in NDT had
to be oriented to the user. They had to offer a suitable way
to define a set of structured data according to the user’s
view. For instance, the necessity of storing the identification
data of different people, users, managers, etc., appeared
several times in the system. These data always included the
same information: name, address, etc. Instead of defining
these data every time, we worked on the idea of offering a
way to define this structure in the requirements phase.

With this idea, in NDT, the concept of new natures was
introduced. A nature is a new special kind of requirement,
with its own pattern, that allows the definition of these data
structure requirements.

Another important idea that was added in NDT during

the development of this project was the use of graphics. At

the beginning, the requirements phase of NDT was only

based on patterns. However, we detected that, at the

beginning of the project, it was more interesting to organize

meetings based on graphical notations. We decided to

enrich the basic definition of NDT with UML use cases. The

use case model is a standard notation widely known and

easily understood by nonexperts. The textual description of

patterns was kept in NDT since use cases became very

ambiguous for the capture of all the necessary information.

These changes in NDT provoked an additional cost in

the project, which was subsequently delayed by several

months. However, the final results were good and, some

months later, a new similar collaboration was initiated.

Again, the project was a system to manage information

on grants in the Andalusian Government. However, in this

case, grants were oriented to international aid. The users

were not the same and the new users did not know NDT or

the patterns. Nevertheless, with this new experience, it was

shown that the changes introduced were very suitable.
This new double way of presentation, involving both

patterns and diagrams, offered a more flexible way of
working with users. However, an important barrier to the
application of NDT was found in this collaboration; keeping
patterns updated was a very difficult task. Patterns were
interrelated and a single change or modification in one
pattern could produce changes in several others. It was at
this point that the necessity of developing a tool to support
NDT was detected.

4.2 Heritage Management Projects

The oldest project where NDT was applied was the system
of Movable Heritage in Andalusia (1997-1999). This system
allows the management and distribution of information on
movable heritage in Andalusia. The initial patterns in NDT
were completed and first tested here. However, the
essential contribution of this project to NDT was the special
treatment of the different roles.

This system took into account the different user roles and
the system changed completely depending on each role.
The information shown was different depending on
whether the user was an archaeologist, an artist, a tourist,
or other. Moreover, the same user could navigate in the
system playing several roles at the same time. Thus, if a
user was an archaeologist, an artist, or an archaeologist-
artist, the navigation, functionality, and interface were
completely different.

The complexity of this role motivated us to find simple
but powerful ways to study roles and their relationships.
From this idea, new models based on inheritance and
traceability matrices were added to NDT during this
project.

These new ideas were again tested in a similar project
with the same group of users in 2003. In this case, we
applied NDT to develop a Thesaurus of Historical Heritage7

and obtained very good results.
This project also demonstrated the advantages of work-

ing with users that know the NDT patterns. Patterns are
very intuitive for users and nonexpert people in software
engineering. When a user works with a pattern, it is very
easy for him/her to use it again.

Recently, the evolution of NDT and its practical im-
provements have been appreciated in a newly completed
project with the same group of users. This new project
consists of the development of a system to manage and
distribute, through the Internet, information about authors
who worked on the Andalusian Historical Heritage. Both
development time and cost are lower in this project than in
the other projects for several reasons.

On one hand, the users and the development team knew
the development environment very well. Since the users
understood NDT well, it was quite easy to apply patterns
and requirements techniques. On the other hand, NDT-Tool
had already been fully developed and was available via the
Web, making the management of the information and the
attainment of the results easier.

Good results obtained in these collaborations and other
similar projects with the Cultural Andalusian Government
ensured that NDT was chosen as the methodology to be
applied in all its Web projects.

Today, a special collaboration between the University of
Seville and the Culture Andalusian Government controls
the application of NDT to each project. At the moment,
11 projects are being developed using the NDT approach.

4.3 Medical Systems

Two important medical systems have been developed
with NDT.

The first one, a system to measure the grade of handicap,
was one of the first where NDT was applied [57]. In this
case, NDT was a consolidated methodology. For this
reason, in the application of NDT to this system, patterns,
models, techniques, and NDT-Tool could be applied with-
out any changes and very good results were obtained.
Moreover, the project was essential for another aspect
which had been forgotten in the research environment but
was essential in some enterprise environments.

7. www.juntadeandalucia.es/iaph.



The system to manage the grade of handicap is a system
developed with the Alcer Foundation.8 This system enables
the application of the Royal Decree 1971/1999 (23/12) of the
Spanish Government and dictates how the grade of handi-
cap of a patient must be measured by a medical tribunal.

This project offered two important challenges to NDT.
First, the environment, the group of users, and the
terminology were completely new for NDT and the
development team since there is no similar system in Spain.
In this sense, the application of NDT was very successful
because it eased communication with users.

Furthermore, since this line of research is a relatively
new concept, interest was generated. In other projects, the
validation of requirements was made with techniques such
as reviews, traceability matrices, and the study of the
terminology with glossaries.

Nevertheless, this system worked in a specific environ-
ment with a very complex argot. The ambiguity of the
terminology in this kind of project could cause serious
administrative disasters.

Work was started on the development of more powerful
techniques to validate requirements. We made a compara-
tive study and worked with the University of Nice on this
aspect. The university developed a tool, named fuzzy
thesaurus [39], which allows the development team to test
ambiguities in software analysis models. After a joint study,
this tool was adapted to NDT and it is now being included
in NDT-Tool. The application of the fuzzy thesaurus enables
any errors in the requirements definition provoked by
terminology ambiguities to be found in a systematic way.
The application of this tool is not always enforced in NDT, but
it is a good technique for the validation of requirements in
complex projects with complex environments.

However, if a project has to be selected as the most
complicated for NDT, it would have to be the Specialized
Diraya Project.

The Diraya Project is a very ambitious project developed
by the Andalusian Health Service (SAS, in Spanish).9 SAS is
the public administration agency in Andalusia which
manages hospitals, health centers, and other public health
systems.

Some years ago, the Diraya project started to manage
Andalusian primary health attendance and was called
Primary Diraya. However, it is now being extended to
include specialized health attendance and is consequently
called Specialized Diraya.

Specialized Diraya is a Web system to manage all of the
information on patients that visit any hospital in Andalusia,
independently of whether it is through a specific appoint-
ment or in an emergency situation.

Specialized Diraya will be imstalled in 29 hospitals in
Andalusia and will be used by more than 62,000 users
composed of doctors, nurses, etc. The complete health
information in Andalusian hospitals will be managed by
this new system.

The project started some months ago and it is being
developed by six large software companies in Andalusia:
Telvent, Indra, Everis, Tecnova, Accenture, and Isoft. These

companies are working together in order to attain the best
results. These are experts in healthcare systems and their
prior knowledge is being pooled during the development
process.

Specialized Diraya development has been divided into
two phases. The first phase was presented in June 2007 and
is being imstalled in a hospital for its evaluation.

Although Specialized Diraya development is based on
Métrica,10 a methodology proposed by the Spanish govern-
ment for public software projects, Métrica and NDT are
compatible. Consequently, NDT was the environment used
in the requirements and in the analysis phase.

The group of analysts is composed of 13 people from the
different companies who are now working together in order
to obtain a consistent product. The number of members of
the development team, including people from companies,
analysts, designers, SAS software experts, etc., exceeds 40.

The magnitude of Diraya is a very interesting example.
The high number of users, analysts, designers, etc., the high
number of requirements, and the high number of different
roles in the development form a complex and real example
that offers important feedback for our research results.

The application of NDT to this project is very successful,
as presented in [19]. The Model-Driven paradigm used in
NDT transformations reduced the development time since
it was a systematic translation. Moreover, some inconsis-
tencies were found among the workings of each company.

However, a new handicap for NDT was detected in this
project. Although NDT-Tool is a suitable tool for NDT, it is
an ad hoc tool and, hence, when a project requires special
adaptation, such as ids configuration, and special patterns
to generate documents, NDT-Tool becomes an insufficient
tool to fulfill these adaptations.

For this reason, SAS and the University of Seville were
working in order to find a suitable tool for Specialized
Diraya. After looking for and comparing different possibi-
lities, Enterprise Architecture was selected.

Enterprise Architecture supports UML and offers the
possibility of extending the initial definition of UML with
its extension mechanisms. The NDT requirements metamo-
del and also the UWE analysis model are defined with a
UML profile and, therefore, it was very easy to adapt the
tool for the group. With Enterprise Architecture’s profile
option, the profile of NDT was defined and companies used
this profile to define requirements and analysis artifacts.

More recently, the first release of this project concluded
with such good results that SAS followed the decision of the
Government of Andalusian Culture and has implanted
NDT in all of their Web projects.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Web engineering is currently a new and an important
research line in software engineering. Some questions asked
years ago on whether the Web environment really needed
special processes, methods, and techniques [33] are not
posed today. Web engineering has become an accepted
research environment, although important gaps are still
present in this line of research.

8. www.alcer.info.
9. www.juntadeandalucia.es/sas. 10. www.map.es.



The lack of standard notation, the high number of
approaches, models, and techniques, the necessity of
offering tools to support the development, and the lack in
the study of Web requirements are only a handful of ideas
enumerated from comparative studies in this paper.

In order to cover some of these gaps, in this paper, NDT
was shown. NDT is a specific approach for the require-
ments treatment. It is based upon the use of UML and other
standard approaches, such as QVT. Furthermore, it pro-
poses the use of metamodels to make itself compatible with
other suitable techniques, such as UWE, and it comes with a
tool, NDT-Tool, which permits the application of its
complete life cycle results to be automatically processed
and the automation of its procedures and transformations.

NDT also follows some general ideas accepted by the
Web engineering community. Thus, it proposes dividing
the treatment of requirements in accordance with the idea
of concept separation, which is followed by most of the
other Web approaches in the design phase.

The lack of practical experience in Web engineering is
also covered by NDT. It has been and is now being applied
in real projects, thereby generating important feedback for
its development and evolution, as presented here.

However, NDT is still under development and this
research is being continued with our future work.

In the theoretical line, NDT is being enriched with a new
approach to the derivation of test cases from its require-
ments model. The requirements metamodel of NDT is being
analyzed and reviewed in order to incorporate new artifacts
which support the automatic generation of test cases.
Important results in this area have been obtained and can
be consulted in [25].

Another important line of research emerged from the
Diraya Project. The use of a tool is essential for Web
systems. NDT-Tool is very good support, but it is also too
closed in some cases. Companies and Web projects have
special necessities and corporative rules; thus, it is
necessary to offer different possibilities. With the Diraya
Project, we adapted Enterprise Architecture to support
NDT metamodels where the use of profiles is essential.
Thus, other tools such as Rational Rose or StartUML, which
support UML profile definition, are easily adapted. How-
ever, they do not support QVT languages in their current
versions and the definition of NDT transformations is very
complex.

For this reason, in order to define suitable tool environ-
ments for NDT, we are looking at using tools such as ATL,
SmartQVT, or Moment, which are based on transformation
languages.

Finally, one our most important lines of work is to
continue with practical collaboration. The Government of
Andalusian Culture and SAS have assumed NDT as their
requirements and analysis approach. The continued appli-
cation of NDT is fundamental to verifying research results.
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